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THE MULTIPLE QUANTUM NMR DYNAMICS IN SYSTEMS OFEQUIVALENT SPINS WITH A DIPOLAR ORDERED INITIAL STATES. I. Doronin, E. B. Fel'dman, A. I. Zenhuk *Institute of Problems of Chemial Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiaReeived Marh 3, 2011The multiple quantum (MQ) NMR dynamis in the system of equivalent spins with the dipolar ordered initialstate is onsidered. The high symmetry of the Hamiltonian responsible for the MQ NMR dynamis (the MQHamiltonian) is used to develop analyti and numerial methods for the investigation of the MQ NMR dynamisin systems onsisting of hundreds of spins from the ��rst priniples�. We obtain the dependene of the intensitiesof the MQ NMR oherenes on their orders (pro�les of the MQ NMR oherenes) for systems of 200�600 spins.It is shown that these pro�les may be well approximated by exponential distribution funtions. We also omparethe MQ NMR dynamis in the systems of equivalent spins having two di�erent initial states, the dipolar orderedstate and the thermal equilibrium state in a strong external magneti �eld.1. INTRODUCTIONThe multiple quantum (MQ) NMR dynamis insolids [1℄ is extremely useful for investigating solidstrutures and dynamial proesses therein, for oun-ting the number of spins in impurity lusters [2, 3℄, andfor simplifying the standard NMR spetra [4℄. The MQNMR experiments typially deal with samples wherethe nulear spin system is initially prepared in the ther-mal equilibrium in a strong external magneti �eld [1℄.But the MQ NMR experiments an be arried out withsamples prepared in di�erent initial states [5℄. In par-tiular, a spin system an be prepared in the dipolarordered state [6℄ using either the adiabati demagneti-zation method in a rotating referene frame [6, 7℄ or thetwo-pulse Broekaert�Jeener sequene [6, 8℄. The MQNMR dynamis with this initial state in small spin sys-tems have been simulated in Refs. [9, 10℄. Using thedipolar ordered initial state in the MQ NMR experi-ment, we should expet an earlier appearane of mul-tiple spin lusters and orrelations in omparison withthe MQ NMR experiment with the thermal equilibriuminitial state in a strong external magneti �eld. In fat,the analysis of MQ NMR experiments with six�eightspin systems [9, 10℄ demonstrates that the six�eightorder MQ oherenes appear earlier in the experimentwith the dipolar ordered initial state.*E-mail: zenhuk�itp.a.ru

One of the basi problems in the theoretial de-sription of the MQ NMR experiments is an exponen-tial inrease in the density matrix size with the num-ber of spins. Therefore, modern numerial methodshave been developed for simulation of the MQ NMRdynamis based on either the Chebyshev polynomialexpansion [11℄ or quantum parallelism [12℄. However,these methods allow studying the MQ NMR dynamisin systems of no more than several dozen of spins. Asigni�ant progress in this diretion has been ahievedin simulation of the MQ NMR dynamis in the systemof equivalent spins [13�15℄, whih an be prepared, forinstane, by �lling a losed nanopore with the gas ofspin-arring moleules (or atoms). Beause of the spe-ial symmetry of the Hamiltonian governing the dy-namis in suh a spin system, it beomes possible tostudy the MQ NMR dynamis in systems of hundredsof spins and even more [15; 16℄. The nature of theabove-mentioned symmetry an be lari�ed as follows.As long as the harateristi time between two sues-sive ollisions with the nanopore walls is several ordersless than the time of mutual �ip-�ops of any two nu-lear spins (whih is de�ned by their dipole�dipole in-teration (DDI)) [13, 14℄, it seems reasonable to use theaveraged DDI, whih an be obtained by averaging overthe spin positions in a nanopore [13℄. This means thatthe onstant of the averaged DDI remains the samefor any pair of spins in the nanopore [13℄, and henethe nulear spins beome equivalent. For this reason,567
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Fig. 1. The basi sheme of the four-period MQ NMR experimentthe Hamiltonian of the nulear spin DDI in a nanoporeommutes with the operator of the squared total spinangular momentum I2 [15, 16℄. It then beomes possi-ble to use the basis of ommon eigenfuntions for theoperator of the squared total spin momentum I2 and ofits projetion Iz on the diretion of the external mag-neti �eld instead of the standard multipliative basisof the eigenfuntions of Iz, whih yields an exponentialinrease in the Hilbert spae dimensionality with thenumber of spins [15, 16℄. As a result, we simplify thealulations and hene sueed in both the investiga-tion of the MQ NMR dynamis in systems of 200�600spin-1/2 partiles [15℄ and the study of the dependeneof the oherene relaxation time on the MQ NMR o-herene order and the number of spins [17℄. We em-phasize that the nulear spin system with the thermo-dynami equilibrium initial state in a strong externalmagneti �eld was used in Refs. [15�17℄.The MQ NMR dynamis in a large system of equi-valent spins with the dipolar ordered initial state isstudied in the present paper. The theory of MQ NMRdynamis of equivalent spins with this initial state isgiven in Se. 2. The dependene of the MQ NMR o-herene intensities on the oherene orders (the pro�lesof MQ NMR oherene intensities) for systems of 200�600 spins is studied in Se. 3. The MQ NMR dynamisin systems with the dipolar ordered initial state is om-pared with the dynamis in systems with the thermalequilibrium initial state in a strong external magneti�eld in Se. 4. The basi results are olleted in Se. 5.2. THE MQ NMR COHERENCE INTENSITIESIN SYSTEMS OF EQUIVALENT SPINSPREPARED IN THE DIPOLAR ORDEREDINITIAL STATEWe onsider the system of equivalent spin-1/2 par-tiles with the DDI in a strong external magneti �eld.The seular part of the DDI Hamiltonian [6℄ isHdz =Xj<kDjk(2IjzIkz � IjxIkx � IjyIky); (1)

where Djk = 2~2r3jk (1� 3 os2 �jk)is the DDI onstant,  is the gyromagneti ratio, rjkis the distane between the jth and kth spins, �jk isthe angle between the internulear vetor rjk and theexternal magneti �eld B0, and Ij� (� = x; y; z) isthe jth spin projetion operator on the axis �. Usingeither the adiabati demagnetization in a rotating re-ferene frame [6, 7℄ or the Broekaert�Jeener two-pulsesequene [6, 8℄, the spin system an be prepared in thedipolar ordered initial state with the density matrix�(0) = 1Z exp(��Hdz) � 12N (1� �Hdz); (2)where � = ~=kT is the inverse spin temperature,Z = Tr exp(��Hdz) is the partition funtion, and Nis the number of spins.If the system under onsideration onsists ofspin-arring moleules (atoms) in a losed nanopore,then the DDI is averaged (inompletely) by the fastmoleular di�usion suh that the DDI onstants for anyspin pair beome equal to eah other, Djk � D [13, 14℄.As a result, Hamiltonian (1) an be written as [14℄�Hdz = D2 (3I2z � I2); (3)where I� =PNi=1 Ii� and I2 = I2x+I2y+I2z is the squareof the spin angular momentum. It is important to jus-tify that the high-temperature approximation in (2) isappliable to the system of equivalent spins. The sim-ple analysis [18℄ demonstrates that approximation (2)for the system with Hamiltonian (3) is valid if�DN � 1: (4)The systems onsidered in our work haveN = 200�600,and hene ondition (4) is satis�ed.The MQ NMR experiment onsists of four basi pe-riods shown in Fig. 1: the preparation period � , theevolution period t, the mixing period � , and the dete-tion. The MQ NMR oherenes are generated in the568



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011 The multiple quantum NMR dynamis : : :preparation period due to irradiation of the sample bya multiple eight-pulse sequene of resonane pulses [1℄.We express the MQ NMR oherenes in terms of thedensity matrix of the preparation period. For this, wenote that the averaged Hamiltonian �HMQ (nonseulartwo-spin/two-quantum Hamiltonian [1℄) desribing theMQ dynamis in the system of equivalent spins duringthe preparation period in a rotating referene frame anbe written as [15, 16℄�HMQ = �D4 f(I+)2 + (I�)2g; (5)where I+ and I� are the raising and lowering operators(I� = Ix � iIy). To investigate the MQ NMR dyna-mis, we have to �nd the density matrix �(�) for thespin system by solving the Liouville equation [6℄i d�d� = [ �HMQ; �(�)℄; (6)with the initial ondition �(0) = �Hdz. This initial on-dition is obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3) by droppingboth the unit operator and the fator ��=2N , whihare not signi�ant for the MQ NMR dynamis. Withthe Hamiltonians for the di�erent periods of the MQNMR experiment (whih are shown in Fig. 1), we anwrite the expression for the dipolar energy h �Hdzi(�; t)after the mixing period of the MQ NMR experiment(Fig. 1) ash �Hdzi(�; t) == TrfU+(�)e�i�tIzU(�) �HdzU+(�)ei�tIzU(�) �HdzgTrf �H2dzg == Trfe�i�tIz�(�)ei�tIz�(�)gTrf �H2dzg ; (7)where �(�) = U(�) �HdzU+(�) is the solution of Eq. (6)and U(�) = exp(�i �HMQ�). It is onvenient to repre-sent the solution of Eq. (6) as the series [19℄�(�) =Xk �k(�); (8)where �k(�) obeys the relation [Iz ; �k(�)℄ = k�k(�),whih an be onsidered the de�nition of �k(�) (in otherwords, �k(�) ollets those entries of the density matrix�(�) that are responsible for the kth order MQ NMRoherene). Then Eq. (7) beomesh �Hdzi(�) =Xk e�ik�tTrf�k(�)��k(�)gTrf �H2dzg ==Xk e�ik�tJk(�); (9)

where the kth-order MQ NMR oherene intensity Jkis de�ned as [19℄Jk(�) = Trf�k(�)��k(�)gTrf �H2dzg : (10)This formula is used in the numerial analysis of theMQ NMR oherenes in Se. 3.It is easy to write the expliit expression forTrf �H2dzg. First, using Eq. (3), we an writeTrf �H2dzg = D24 Tr(3I2z � I2)2 == D24 Trf9I4z � 3I2z I2 + I2(I2 � 3I2z )g == 3D24 Trf3I4z � I2z I2g = 3D22 TrfI4z � I2xI2z g: (11)Here, we use thatTrfI2(I2 � 3I2z )g = 0; TrfI2xI2zg = TrfI2yI2z g: (12)Next, it is simple to obtain expliit expressions forTrfI4zg and TrfI2xI2z g:TrfI4zg = 2N�4N(3N � 2);TrfI2xI2z g = 2N�4N2: (13)Finally, Eqs. (11)�(13) yield the resultTrf �H2dzg = 3N(N � 1)2N�4D2: (14)Taking the struture of the MQ Hamiltonian �HMQ intoaount, it an be readily shown that only even-orderMQ NMR oherenes appear in our numerial experi-ment and the oherene order annot exeed the num-ber of spins N [1, 19℄.It is obvious that MQ Hamiltonian (5) ommuteswith the square of the total spin momentum opera-tor I2 [15�17℄. Beause [I2; Iz ℄ = 0, it is possible touse the basis of ommon eigenfuntions of the oper-ators I2 and Iz for the desription of the MQ NMRdynamis. Just this fat allows avoiding the prob-lem of the exponential inrease in the matrix size withthe number of spins, whih ours in the traditionalmultipliative basis [1℄ of the eigenfuntions of Iz . Inthe new basis, the MQ Hamiltonian �HMQ onsists ofbloks �HSMQ orresponding to the di�erent values ofthe total spin momentum S (Ŝ2 = S(S + 1), S == N=2; N=2 � 1; N=2 � 2; : : : ; N=2 � [N=2℄, where [i℄is the integer part of i):�HMQ = diagn �HN=2MQ ; �HN=2�1MQ ; : : : ; �HN=2�[N=2℄MQ o : (15)569



S. I. Doronin, E. B. Fel'dman, A. I. Zenhuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011Sine the Hamiltonian �Hdz in (3) is diagonal in the ba-sis of ommon eigenfuntions of I2 and Iz , the densitymatrix �(0) an also be split into diagonal bloks �S(0)with S = N2 ; N2 � 1; N2 � 2; : : : ; N2 � �N2 � :Consequently, the matrix �(�) also has the diagonalblok struture with bloks �S(�). The problem is thusseparated into a set of independent problems for eah(2S+1)� (2S+1)-dimensional blok �S(�), whih is asolution of Liouville equation (6) with the Hamiltonian�HSMQ. Of ourse, expansion (8) an be applied to eahblok �S . The ontribution Jk;S from the blok �S tothe intensity Jk of the kth-order oherene is de�nedby the obvious formula [15℄Jk;S(�) = Trf�Sk (�)�S�k(�)gTrf �H2dzg ; (16)where �Sk (�) is the ontribution from the matrix �S tothe kth-order oherene. We must take into aountthat eah blok �S(�) is degenerated with the multi-pliity nN(S) [15; 20℄:nN (S) = N !(2S + 1)�N2 + S + 1�!�N2 � S�! ;0 � S � N2 : (17)As a result, the observable intensities Jk(�) (�N � k �� N) are given by [15, 16℄Jk(�) =XS nN (S)Jk;S(�): (18)We reall that the size of eah blok �HSMQ of the MQNMR Hamiltonian �HMQ is 2S + 1. Taking the blokdegeneration into aount, we obtain the orret valuefor the matrix dimensionality of both the Hamiltonian�HMQ and the density matrix � [15℄:XS nN (S)(2S + 1) = 2N ; (19)whih is valid for the system of N interating spin-1/2partiles.Numerial algorithms desribing the MQ NMR dy-namis in the systems of equivalent spins with a ther-mal equilibrium initial state in the strong external mag-neti �eld have been developed in [15�17℄. With minororretions, these algorithms an be used for simulatingthe dynamis of the MQ NMR oherenes in the spin

system with the dipolar ordered initial state. In par-tiular, the integral of motion related to the MQ NMRHamiltonian invariane under the rotation through theangle � around the z axis [21℄ is also present. There-fore, for odd N , it su�es to solve the problem for theMQ NMR Hamiltonians with the matrix size two timeslower and then double the resulting intensities [21℄. Weuse spin systems with odd N in all numerial alula-tions in the next setion.3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MQ NMRPROFILESUsing the method developed in the preeding se-tion, we investigate the pro�les of MQ NMR oher-enes. Beause all spins are �nearest neighbors� in thesystem of equivalent spins, an N -spin luster appearsalready after the time interval � � 1=D. However,some rearrangement of this luster is required for theMQ oherene formation [15℄. The analysis of the MQNMR oherene dynamis demonstrates that the qua-sistationary pro�le of the MQ NMR oherenes is re-ated during �� � 2 (�� = D� is the dimensionless timehereafter) and remains fast osillating for �� > 2. Be-ause of these osillations, it is onvenient to use theaveraged intensities �Jk [15℄ instead of the intensitiesJk themselves. We estimate the dimensionless aver-aging time interval as T � 2�=j�min3=2 j � 7:255, where�min3=2 = p3=2 is the minimal eigenvalue of the Hamil-tonian [15, 16℄. For onveniene, we take T = 8, andhene �Jk = 1T 2+TZ2 Jk(�� ) d�� : (20)It an be observed that the �Jk do not signi�antly varywith an inrease in T , and hene the de�nition of theaveraged intensities in Eq. (20) is valid. Although thedynamis of all oherenes has been found in numeri-al simulations, the intensities of the higher-order o-herenes are negligible, and we therefore represent theintensities of the MQ NMR oherenes up to the 50thorder in the �gures below. The pro�les of MQ NMRoherene intensities for systems of 201, 401, and 601spins with a dipolar ordered initial state are shown inFig. 2. These pro�les are similar to those that havebeen found for the systems with a thermal equilibriuminitial state in a strong external magneti �eld [15, 16℄.Similarly to Refs. [15, 16℄, the averaged intensities ofMQ NMR oherenes are separated into two families:570
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Fig. 2. Pro�les of the oherene intensities �Jn for spinsystems with N = 201 (�), 401 (Æ), 601 (�). The insetdemonstrates that the zeroth-order oherene belongsto neither �1 nor �2. Only intensities of positive-orderoherenes are presented�1 = f �J4k�2; k = 0;�1;�2; : : :g;�2 = f �J4k; k = �1;�2; : : :g; (21)with the zeroth-order oherene intensity �J0 not orre-sponding to any of these families. Eah family an beapproximated by a smooth distribution funtion as
�J2k � 8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:

A1 1+ 4Xi=1(�1)ia1i(2jkj)i! e�2�1jkj;k = �1;�3; : : : ;A2 1+ 6Xi=1(�1)ia2i(2jkj)i! e�2�2jkj;k = �2;�4; : : : ; (22)
where the parameters Ai, aij , and �i for spin systemswith N = 201, 401, and 601 are olleted in the Table.The algorithm to determine the approximation param-eters is similar to that suggested in Ref. [15℄.Similarly to the pro�les of the MQ NMR ohereneintensities obtained for systems of equivalent spin-1/2partiles with a thermal equilibrium initial state in astrong external magneti �eld [15℄, the pro�les for thesystems with the dipolar ordered initial state seem tobe exponential. This onlusion agrees with results ob-tained during an elaboration of numerous MQ NMRspetra [22℄ and ontradits the phenomenologial the-ory [1℄ that predits the Gaussian pro�les of the MQNMR oherene intensities.

Liouville equation (6) and formulas (10) for the MQNMR oherene intensities yield the onservation lawfor the sum of the oherene intensities [23℄:Xk �Jk(�) = 1: (23)This law and approximating formula (22) allow �ndinga good approximation to the zeroth-order ohereneintensity. We ompare the alulated values of �J0 (seeEq. (10)) with the values�Jappr0 = 1� 2 1Xk=1 J2kfound using the above onservation law and distribu-tion funtion (22):�J0 =8><>: 2:519 � 10�1; N = 201;2:417 � 10�1; N = 401;2:361 � 10�1; N = 601;�Jappr0 =8><>: 2:501 � 10�1; N = 201;2:381 � 10�1; N = 401;2:387 � 10�1; N = 601: (24)
Some disrepany between �J0 and �Jappr0 appears be-ause we take only oherenes up to the 50th orderinto aount in onstruting distribution funtion (22),while ontributions from the higher-order oherenesare missing.4. COMPARISON OF THE MQ NMRDYNAMICS IN SPIN SYSTEMS WITH TWODIFFERENT INITIAL STATESThe preparation of the system in a dipolar orderedinitial state means that the two-spin orrelations ap-pear already at the initial time, unlike in the standardMQ NMR experiment, where the thermal equilibriuminitial state is determined by the one-spin Zeemann in-teration with the external magneti �eld [9, 10℄. Thisstatement is justi�ed by Fig. 3, where the formationtimes ��f (n) of di�erent-order oherenes for both ini-tial states are represented. Here, by the formation time��f (n) of the nth oherene, we mean the instant whenthe nth oherene intensity Jn(�� ) reahes the value �Jnfor the �rst time. We see that the MQ NMR oherenesin the system with the dipolar ordered initial state (the571



S. I. Doronin, E. B. Fel'dman, A. I. Zenhuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011Table. The parameters Ai, aij , and �i of the distribution funtion given by Eq. (22) for N = 201, 401, and 601N A1 a11 a12 a13 a14 �1201 8:498 � 10�2 3:133 � 10�1 8:025 � 10�2 6:109 � 10�3 2:739 � 10�4 2:437 � 10�1401 4:546 � 10�2 1:694 � 10�1 3:357 � 10�2 1:649 � 10�3 5:739 � 10�5 1:638 � 10�1601 3:546 � 10�2 1:456 � 10�1 2:471 � 10�2 1:028 � 10�3 2:855 � 10�5 1:342 � 10�1N A2 a21 a22 a23 a24 a25201 2:217 4:029 � 10�1 7:522 � 10�2 7:638 � 10�3 4:624 � 10�4 1:562 � 10�5401 1:411 3:587 � 10�1 5:648 � 10�2 4:616 � 10�3 2:116 � 10�4 5:136 � 10�6601 1:210 3:441 � 10�1 5:123 � 10�2 3:924 � 10�3 1:664 � 10�4 3:686 � 10�6N a26 �2201 2:510 � 10�7 3:039 � 10�1401 5:533 � 10�8 2:183 � 10�1601 3:512 � 10�8 1:940 � 10�1
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Fig. 3. Coherene formation time ��f versus the oher-ene number for the dynamis of equivalent spins withthe dipolar ordered and the thermal equilibrium in thestrong external �eld initial stateslower solid line) appear muh earlier. This result agreeswith that obtained in [9℄ for the MQ NMR in systemswith a small number of spin-1/2 partiles.The pro�les of the MQ NMR oherene intensitiesfor the system of N = 201 spins with both the dipolarordered and the thermal equilibrium in a strong mag-neti �eld initial states are ompared in Fig. 4. This�gure demonstrates that the disrepany between thetwo families of MQ NMR oherenes, �1 and �2, islarger for n < 10 and smaller for n > 10 in the ase
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Fig. 4. The MQ NMR pro�les for the systems of equiv-alent spins with the dipolar ordered and thermal equilib-rium in the strong external magneti �eld initial states,N = 201; the inset demonstrates that �J0 and �J4 are es-sentially larger in the ase of the dipolar ordered initialstateof the dipolar ordered initial state. The inset showsthat �J0 and �J4 are essentially larger in the ase of thedipolar ordered initial state.Thus, similarly to the usual NMR experiments insolids [6℄, the MQ NMR experiment in the systems ofequivalent spins with the dipolar ordered initial statean be useful in supplementing the MQ NMR expe-riment with the thermal equilibrium initial state in astrong external magneti �eld.572



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011 The multiple quantum NMR dynamis : : :5. CONCLUSIONSWe have studied the MQ NMR dynamis in systemsof equivalent spin-1/2 partiles with the dipolar orderedinitial state. For this, we modi�ed the method devel-oped in Ref. [15℄ for the system of equivalent spin-1/2partiles with the thermal equilibrium initial state in astrong external magneti �eld. Similarly to Ref. [15℄,the high symmetry of suh systems allows investigat-ing the dynamis in large spin systems ontaining hun-dreds of interating spins. We obtain the dependeneof the MQ NMR oherene intensities on their order(the pro�les of the MQ NMR oherene intensities) insystems of 200�600 spins and demonstrate that thesepro�les an be well approximated by exponential dis-tribution funtions. Beause similar results have beenobtained in Refs. [15, 16℄ for systems with the thermalequilibrium initial state in a strong external magneti�eld, we may suppose that the exponential pro�les ofthe MQ NMR oherene intensities are a fundamentalfat in the MQ NMR dynamis. The theoretial resultsobtained in Refs. [24, 25℄ on�rm this onlusion.We demonstrate that the MQ NMR oherenes ap-pear faster in the spin systems with the dipolar orderedinitial state. The MQ NMR experiments with the dipo-lar ordered initial states extend the possibilities of MQNMR spetrosopy in the study of the strutures ofsolids and the dynamial proesses therein.All numerial simulations have been performedusing the resoures of the Joint Superomputer Cen-ter (JSCC) of the Russian Aademy of Sienes.The work was supported by the Program of thePresidium of the Russian Aademy of Sienes No. 21�Foundations of Fundamental Investigations of Nano-tehnologies and Nanomaterials�.REFERENCES1. J. Baum, M. Munovitz, A. N. Garroway, and A. Pines,J. Chem. Phys. 83, 2015 (1985).2. J. Baum, K. K. Gleason, A. Pines, A. N. Garroway,and J. A. Reimer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 1377 (1986).3. C. E. Hughes, Progr. Nul. Magn. Reson. Spetros.45, 301 (2004).4. W. S. Warren, D. P. Weitekamp, and A. Pines, J.Chem. Phys. 73, 2084 (1980).5. G. B. Furman and S. D. Goren, J. Phys.: Condens.Matter 17, 4501 (2005).6. M. Goldman, Spin Temperature and Nulear MagnetiResonane in Solids, Clarendon, Oxford (1970).
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